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What is Maximo Everyplace?
• Access to the same Maximo you use from desktop browsers, but with 

expanded browser support
– Mobile Safari (for iPhone and iPod touch) is the first supported mobile browser

• Ability to configure screens for mobile devices running supported browsers 
through special App Designer features 
– Configuration happens on a desktop machine, not a mobile device
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Why do it?
• Connectivity is increasingly common
• Customers want quick access to specific Maximo functionality on a mobile 

device
• They don’t want to have to download anything on to the device in order to

get access to Maximo (Everyplace is entirely browser based; nothing to 
install/maintain on the device)

• They want the WYSIWYG configuration capabilities that the Maximo
Application Designer provides

• They don’t want to invest heavily in the devices
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Representative Use Cases
• My supervisors need to see work orders as they come in and react to them 

by changing status and assigning them (reduce lag time)
• My maintenance workers need to log their hours when they’re actually doing 

the work (reduce errors in system; reduce paperwork)
• Management wants to check on KPIs (reduce unnecessary printouts; 

increase communication)
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What’s included and not included
• New Application Designer functionality to make designing for different screen 

sizes easier
• A new look for Maximo applications that can be applied on a per-application 

basis. It makes interacting with Maximo easier on a touch screen
• No new apps are included. Rather, we’re delivering the toolkit in the 

Application Designer to help customers make their own applications easier 
to use across a range of devices.

• All the functionality of Maximo 7.1.1.5 is available for use in Maximo 
Everyplace applications

• Use any control available from the Application Designer Control Palette
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The Approach: Use the Application Designer
• Start with an existing application. Clone it. (Or, create a new app from 

scratch.)
• Design for the right screen size by using the appropriate viewport.
• Make the screen elements touchscreen-friendly by switching to the mobile 

skin
• Eliminate anything that’s not absolutely necessary: Strategic deletion
• Grant access via security groups
• Have users configure their mobile Start Center
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Does Maximo Everyplace replace Maximo Mobile?
• No
• The two products serve different users with different needs

Supports Windows Mobile devicesSupports iPhone and iPod 
touch (more devices coming 
soon)

Supports disconnected useRequires connectivity: Data 
plan or WiFi

MobileEveryplace

• For some customers, having both products makes sense
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Does Maximo Everyplace work on a Blackberry?
• No
• Everyplace adds support for the Mobile Safari browser only so far
• Maximo Everyplace will work on devices using browsers Maximo currently 

supports like IE and Firefox
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Short-Term Goals
• General availability in Q3, 2010
• Expanded mobile browser support

– Browsers using the webkit engine are the most likely targets as they seem to handle 
Maximo best. 

– Blackberry does not currently use a webkit-based browser, but plans to release one in Q3.
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Limited Release v. GA Plan

Required for useRequired for useConnectivity (data plan 
or WiFi)

iPad browser
Adds Android 2.1 and higher’s native 
browser

iOS native browser (mobile Safari) on 
iPhone and iPod touch

Browsers supported in 
addition to Maximo-
supported browsers

Fixpack 7.1.1.7Fixpack 7.1.1.5 or higherMaximo version 
required

Languages supported All languages supported by MaximoEnglish only
General Release: Q3Limited Release: Now
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Current Maximo Start Center
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Work Order Tracking in Application Designer
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Application Designer – Create Mobile Applications
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Choose the appropriate viewport size in App Designer

iPhone size comes pre-loaded; add 
others via a domain. The Viewport size 
corresponds to the size of the red box
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Adding a Viewport to the Domain

Add domains by specifying the desired 
resolution in the value field. The next 
time you go to the Application 
Designer, the new viewport is 
available.
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Use appropriate look for a touchscreen

Select Is Mobile checkbox to switch to a look that 
includes larger fonts and screen elements that are 
easier to control with your finger instead of a 
mouse 
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Use the new application on any device with a supported browser

The Viewport size is saved in 
the presentation and helps 
you design better apps in the 
Application Designer, but it 
doesn’t limit the user’s ability 
to use the same app on 
different devices. Shown 
here: a Work Order clone 
designed for an iPhone
screen, but viewed at 
1024x768 resolution on a 
laptop.
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Start Center
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Work Order Clone: List Page
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Areas for Future Investigation
• Barcoding
• Uploading attachments, like photos
• Map/GPS integration
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Demo
Demonstration: Maximo on an iPhone

Demonstration: Creating Mobile Apps
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Stay connected… Join, follow and participate...
Join the IBM Asset Management Community: 
http://www.ibm.com/communities/assetmanagement/

Follow the IBM Asset Management Team Blog: 
http://www.ibm.com/blogs/assetmanagement/

Join the IBM Asset Management Group on LinkedIn: http://ow.ly/18mpS

Follow the IBM Asset Management playlist on YouTube: http://ow.ly/18hhU

Follow MaximoMary on Twitter

IBM Asset Management on Flickr: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/38458067@N08/
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